
'HAM." THE DETECTIVE KALEM
MOVIE COMEDY

Cast
Ham, the modern Sherlock....

Lloyd V. .Hamilton
Bid, a pocket edition of Watson,

."r.-u- Duncan
Signor Antonio Dedough

Fernandez Calvez
Citronella, his daughter. . Ethel Teare
Guiseppe, the Black.. Gus Alexander

Guiseppe, the Black, a desperado,
makes up his mind to win the fair
Citronella by fair means or foul. He
sends a letter to her father, Signor
Dedough, threatening him with death
unless Citronella becomes Mrs. Gui-
seppe.

Terrified, Dedough secures Ham
and Bud to work on the case. The
two Sherlocks accidentally pass the
shack in which Guiseppe's gang
hangs out. The desperado prepares
a bomb. 'To test its strength he
lights the fuse and throws it out of
the window. It explodes just as the
sleuths are passing.

Bud is blown Into the next county,
while Ham is hurled into the desper-
ado's den. He is promptly bound. The
gang prepares to torture him. Gui-
seppe, with another bomb under his
coat, departs to wreak vengeance
upon Dedough. Bud sees the bandit.
The two are the same size and build.

Disguising himself as Guiseppe,
Bud enters the den and saves Ham.
The two hasten to the Dedough resi-
dence. Guiseppe is in the house and
is terrifying Citronella's father. The
bandit informs the latter that death
will be his portion unless Gitronella
becomes Mrs. Guiseppe before 6
o'clock.

Ham and Bud enter the house'. The
two mistake each other for bandits.
The result is a pistol duel. Guiseppe,
alarmed, endeavors to escape but is
captured by a regular policeman. The
latter takes his. prisoner into the
house. There, Guiseppe is triumph- -
atitly seized by Ham and Bud. m-1

dignant because of this high-hand-

procedure,- - the officer grabs hold of
the detectives and lugs them off to
Jail.

bits oYmovTe news
The Biograph producing forces,

seven companies strong, will return
about Jun.e 1 from their winter so-

journ in California. During their six
months' absence, the great studios at
their New York headquarters have
been overhauled and put in readiness
for a summer and fall season of un-
usually great undertakings.

One long laugh from-star-
t to finish

is "Baby," a two-re- el Victor comedy
in whicn Harry Myers and Rosemary
Theby star. There is absolutely n.o
slapstick in the entire film, every
comic situation being a natural se-

quence to a. series of laughable

Biograph's stock company includes
such favorites as
Louise Vale, Isabel Rea, Gretchen
Hartman, Claire McDowell, Franklin
Ritchie, Charles H. West, Harry
Carey and Alan Hale.

Her name is Ethel Teare, and she
appears in Kalem photoplays. This
is reply to the queries concerning the
identity of the beautiful comedienne
who appears in the "Ham" comedies.

"The Curious Conduct of Judge
Legarde," a five part feature'photo-pla- y,

adapted from stage play of the
same name, produced by the Life
Photo Film Corporation, is one of the
most unusual striking and sensa-
tional productions ev,er screened.

One of the most powerful dramas
ever produced by the Rex Company
is "Faces in the Night," in which
Charles Ogle is featured. The double
exposure photography is especially
splendid

-


